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authenticity” of an architecture and
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the Nairobi Jamea campus and
buildings in a form that reflects and
serves Fatemi identity.
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our approach combines:
Community • The design of the campus will nurture spiritual and worldly education and lasting prosperity amongst Mumineen by reinforcing the Bohra culture
of the Dai, Dawaat, family and society.
Art • Understanding of Fatemi aesthetics and their application in the master
planning, architecture and landscape of this campus will produce a learning environment that bridges tradition and modernity.
Environment • Understanding of Nairobi’s natural ecology and the practice of
appropriate environmental design measures that will produce a permanent and
sustainable campus and buildings. The value of Al Jamea as a unique learning
institution will be guaranteed for the benefit of future generations.
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fatemi cairo
Fatemi architecture “blends simplicity
and humility with Islamic spirituality.”
The best evidence of this principle is
observed in the Fatemi Cairo Masjids.
The design of the Nairobi Jamea Masjid
draws its inspiration from the “austere,
clean, and firm” design of the Al Juyushi
Masjid.
The buildings of the Nairobi Jamea are
designed on the simple premise that
architectural forms gain their visual
prominence, exterior and interior, only
when bathed in light. Occasional graphic
quotes and decorative architectural elements are incorporated into the most
prominent of the new Jamea buildings
in order to make reference to the Bohra
foundation monuments in Cairo.
As in the best examples of Fatemi architecture and urbanism, our scheme is
composed of both classical and vernacular buildings.

fatemi architecture & urbanism
The key characteristic of a Fatemi city is the
humanist approach to the design and construction of its buildings and places.
The Fatemi city of Cairo was founded and
grew in an organic pattern, shaped around

individual, family and community needs
and activities. Every building and place there
grew according to the particular agendas of
its inhabitants, and then most convenient
connections were established between them.

(Right) Fatemi Cairo was originally walled with at
least ten huge gateways but only three gateways remain. The two northern gates are Bab al-Futuh and
Bab an-Nasr. Bab Zuweila is located to the south.
Between the two northern gates some of the most significant world monuments of Islamic Architecture are
to be found: Jamea al-Anwar, Masjid
al-Aqmar, the souk at Khan al-Khalili,
Rasul Imam Husain and Jamea al-Azhar.

The result is a unique, beautiful and useful
human settlement that perfectly reflects the
identity of the Bohra people that made it:
Their religious, public and private culture.

Scale
The Al Jamea Nairobi campus is shaped
around a shared public realm that is
well- defined and human- scaled. From
intimate passages and private courtyards
to civic spaces like the central square, the
campus provides numerous places for
social engagement and for particular religious and educational ritual events. The
dimensions of all open spaces are proportional to the buildings that surround
them and provide opportunities for overflow from buildings during peak events.

Al Azhar University, Cairo

Transitions
For students and staff, living on 14 acres for
nine months of the year, does not have to be
a challenge. As long as, the character and
variety of the campus is a living expression
of the values and spiritual strivings of the
Bohra people .
The complex figure of the public realm of
the campus, and the thresholds that one
traverses on a daily basis, entranceways,
bridges, gates, intensify the character and

Climate
Nairobi possesses one of the most temperate
climates in the world. By making all building
circulation exterior, each building is configured to minimize the percentage of its space
that needs to be conditioned, for heating or
cooling. The size and orientation of window
and door openings also minimizes heat gain
and loss.

Malik al Ashtar’s Shrine, Cairo

Sidhpur, Gujrat

The public realm of the campus is shaped
into a rich array of quadrangles that along
with their landscape provide protection from
the elements and mitigate the seasonal highs
and lows of the temperature. Magnificent
gardens invite the students and teachers to
gather in comfort outdoors. Small and large,
intimate and public, enclosed and open,
gardens create visual delight throughout the

campus. Shaded with trellises, vines and
tree canopies, their vertical enclosures frame
the day and night sky. Moving water is to be
found everywhere, in fountains, rills, ponds,
providing comfort and auditory delight.

Karen Blixen Home

Kabete Boys Secondary School

National Archives

Mahad, Surat

Old Town Mombassa

Zanzibar

Africa
Africa has an exceptionally diverse architecture. One common theme in traditional African architecture is the dominant organizing
principle for its communities. Which is not
based on buildings systems, infrastructure,
transportation, and technology, but instead
on humanist principles of scale, experience,
and low- tech responses to climate.

Diverse within a narrow range, Sidhpur, Gujrat

Rich palettes of local building materials are
to be found everywhere in Africa. A wall
in North Africa may be built of stone or

community of learning
Drawing inspirations from Al Azhar University and the city streets of Fatemi Cairo
surrounding it, the proposed Al Jamea
Nairobi campus expands individual living and learning choices. By promoting
formal and informal social interaction,
observing, learning, remembering, practicing, and spreading knowledge become
second nature to the students.

Fatemid Cairo

Nairobi
We have looked carefully at local architectural precedents, and studied vernacular,
colonial and contemporary buildings in
Nairobi and in Kenya, particularly their
material composition and design responses to the local climate. We have endeavored to incorporate the lessons that
they provide into our scheme.

qualities of every single place on the campus. Many of these describe gradations
from the most private and personal to
the most public and civic experience.
The transition from morning to night
also changes how places are experienced
at different times of the day, intensifying
the sense that a small campus can in
fact become a rich place to live and to
be educated in.

Streets in Sidhpur, Gujrat affirm the pluralist Bohra
architectural traditions. Buildings celebrate a sense
of social and visual diversity that is achieved within
a subtle but rich range of architectural types, design
details, colors, materials and uses.

Sidhpur, Gujrat

local influences

Souk

Souk

01: influences & precedents

Lamu

rammed earth, in West Africa of mud and
mud brick, in Central Africa of wood, and
in Southern Africa of wood or stone. In Nairobi, East Africa, all of these materials are
commonly used. The region is blessed with
relatively low construction costs, high labor
skills, and access to both high and low local construction technology. We have taken
advantage of all of these opportunities in our
building.

Cairo

centrality of aqa moula tus
Rasullullah (SA) established Medina as his
capital and His progeny 14th Imam Moiz
AS established Qahera and built Al Azhar
University for spreading ilm (knowledge).
In our time, Aqa Moula is Ilm na Medina
and ilm na darwaza (gate). Aqa Moula
TUS says that the Jamea is his self. For the
benefit of mumineen all over the world,
Aqa Moula TUS has established Jamea in
Surat and Karachi as an institutionalized
process by which ilm (knowledge) of AleMohammed is imparted.

Within our mortal limitations we draw
inspiration from Aqa Moula’s TUS
Kalemat Nooraniyah (divine words). The
Nairobi Jamea is built with utmost care
as a lasting tribute to the love, care and
kindness that Aqa Moula TUS bestows on
all Mumineen. The spaces and buildings
are different from the changing fashions
— they are built on timeless principles
of responsive and fitting Fatemi architecture and urbanism for the Nairobi context,
while bringing to bear the best technology.
The campus and the buildings are specifiThe third Jamea in Nairobi is Aqa Moula’s
cally designed to support and facilitate the
TUS gift that will benefit generations of
study and practice of Fatemi tradition and
Mumineen to come. During the 100 Milad
culture.
(birthday) gathering when the Nairobi
Jamea gift was bestowed, Aqa Moula TUS
said that he has raised mumineen under
his saya (blessed shelter) with shafaqat
(care, kindness, and affection) and that
mumineen resides in his heart.
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The campus design and all the individual
buildings draw inspirations from the
Quran e-Majeed.
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During ibadaat every mumin prays to
Allah to keep them on the straight path:
al sirat al mustaqim. The Quran includes
descriptions of paradise gardens for those
who stay on the straight path. The straight
path and the Quranic gardens are the key
organizing features of the campus plan.
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THE SOURCE OF ALL KNOWLEDGE

“First we shape the city — then the City shapes us.”
—Winston Churchill

AQA MOULA (TUS)

The four key aspects of Fatemi education are “to listen diligently, remember, act in conformance, and
propagate it.” Ameerul Jamea Syedi Yusuf Bhaisaheb
Najmuddin said, “Al Jamea is like a city on hills.” The
Jamea represents the highest standard for acquiring
spiritual and worldly education.
The Nairobi Jamea campus is conceived as a vibrant
city that allows diverse routine, empirical, and spiritual
learning opportunities and continuous environment
to act in conformance with the acquired knowledge.
Ameerul Jamea Syedi Yusuf Bhaisaheb Najmuddin
said that if a mumin was to walk through the Jamea
from one end to another, without entering a classroom,
they would learn something. The Jamea as a city provides variety of planned and chance opportunities to
listen, remember, act, and share the knowledge. We
approached the Nairobi Jamea at three scales:

right path

The Jamea Masjid is located along the central axis of
the Saifee Park campus. Aqa Moula TUS’s residence
is located along the central axis of the Jamea. All Jamea
buildings are oriented towards Qibla.

Flowing water and fountains are memorable images
of Jannat al Firdaus (paradise garden) described in the
Quran for those on the right path: al sirat al mustaqim.
The central path connecting Saifee Park community to
the Jamea symbolizes the right path. The flowing water,
fountains, and gardens proposed along the central path
provide an environment of tranquility and happiness

With raza mubarak (permission) and assistance from Funun al-Quran (Quranic Arts)
artisans, the interior and exterior walls of
the campus buildings would be adorned
with decorative arts related to the Quran.

fatemi educational pedagogy:
perfection of character being realized
AQ QURAN

axes of organization

The Quranic inference to seek knowledge
and move from darkness to blessed light
(noor) is celebrated in all buildings, with
a specific focus in the Masjid, Mahad alZahra and Ewan. The Zawayah are located
in the center of the library.

entrance gate
— glimpses of Jannat. With Aqa Moula TUS’s raza
mubarak (blessed permission), 100 supplications from
Quran and Aqwaal of Awliyaullah AS could be installed
on light poles along the central path providing illumination to mind and heart. The central path visually
connects the two Masajid and functionally weaves the
Jamea with the existing Saifee Park community.

02: vision for the nairobi jamea

Rasullullah (SA) said “I am the city of knowledge
and Ali is its gateway.” To get to Rasullullah (SA) one
has to go through the ‘Door’ or “Gate” of that “City
of Knowledge”. To get to Rasullullah (SA), one has to
go through Maulana Ali (AS). This reference is commemorated by a central main gate, through which the
straight path flows into the Jamea -- the “city of knowledge”. The main gate serves to symbolically admit the
righteous and to exclude the sinful. It also serves as a
symbol of strength, security, and wealth of knowledge.

1.	The larger scale of Saifee Park — which is the
holistic treatment of spatial organization of voids
and buildings, functions, circulation, and infrastructure.
2.	The middle scale of the Jamea site plan level -- the
development scale describes how the individual
segments or quarters of the city are designed and
how the buildings and various spaces are organized.
3.	The smaller scale of human landscape — this
is the city as the students and faculty members
who will use the city space experience it daily at
eye level. It involves a rigorous exploration of the
quality of human landscape as intuited by students walking and staying in a particular environment. At this scale we worked with the 5km/hr
architecture framework where the scale, senses,
and dimensions are designed for human comfort
— which is how Fatemi Cairo and a majority of
other Islamic cities are built.

central core
Aqa Moula TUS often says “the essence of all knowledge is bukaa and maatam of Hussain Imam AS and
remembrance of this shahadat is central to the education in Jamea.” The centrality of this fundamental
principle is commemorated within a spatial enclosure
inside the entrance gate and will serve as a constant
reminder to everyone that passes through the gate.

The straight path leads to the core educational facilities
arranged around a large sehan (plaza). The daily functions of the students revolve around these core facilities. The Masjid is in the center, with Ewan and Mawaid
on either side of the sehan. The library, a place of learning, is located over the main gate on the central axis
across the Masjid and receives noor (enlightenment)
from the Masjid.

The Mahad al-Zahra and Aqa Moula TUS’s qasar (residence) are centrally located in a revered position, located on either side of the Masjid representing Ameerul
Mumineen A.S. qalam mubarak (saying) in reference to
silent and speaking Quran e-Majeed. The central location provides students barakaat (blessings) from the
environment.
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05 : al jamea campus looking northwest
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al jamea program
net
31,100
15,000
2,500
1,500
1,900
10,200
0
0

38,875

B.   Girls’ Madrasah
1 Classrooms
4 Language Lab
5 Physics & Chemistry Labs
6 Seminar Rooms
7 Faculty Departments and Staff Rooms
Atrium
Special Multipurpose Rooms

31,100
15,000
2,500
1,500
1,900
10,200
0
0

38,875

C.   Campus Resource Center
2 Mamal
9 Al Jamea Publications
16 Research & Maqala Center
19 Makhzan
24 Museum
26 Center for Quranic Arts

37,200
20,000
1,000
3,200
4,000
7,000
2,000

46,500

46,500

8,900
2,900
2,000
1,000
3,000

11,125

12,000

12, 500
0
0

15,625
0
0

16,500
2,000
4,000

20,000

25,000

25,000

5,000
0

6,500
0

8,000
2,700

130,000

162,500

162,500

12 Masakin Mohammediyah
21
Student Center

78,000
5,000

97,500
6,250

104,122
6,250

13 Rabwat Jiblah
21
Student Center

60,000
5,000

75,000
6,250

82,000
6,250

14   Masjid

16,000

20,000

28,000

15 Mawaid

28,000

32,200

31,800

18   Mahad uz Zahra

25,000

31,250

31,786

23   Auditorium

17,000

21,250

23,000

Note 2: Mawaid gross to net factor is 15%

Total Square Feet

497,300

634,700

691,458

Note 3: AqaMoula’s Maskan gross to net
factor is 30%

3   Ewan
Aqa Moula’s Library
		 Various support rooms
8   Administration Building
10   Aqa Moula’s Maskan
		 Audience Rm
11 Faculty Housing

core facilities

teaching facilities

dormitory facilities

ladies’ circulation

moule & polyzoides
gross

A. Boys’ Madrasah
1 Classrooms
4 Language Lab
5 Physics & Chemistry Labs
6 Seminar Rooms
7 	Faculty Departments and Staff Rooms
Atrium
Special Multipurpose Rooms

D.   General Services Building
17   Visitors’  Center
20 Health Center
22 Learning & Vocational Center
27 Alumni Center

B

al jamea program
gross

40,000

6,325
2,200
42,000

6,325
2,200

east-west & north-south connections

section 02: north/south
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Mawaid

Note 1: Gross to net factor of 25%
includes 10% for walls and 15%
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secction 03: east-west (east portion)
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al jamea sehan plaza
at dusk

The most significant buildings on campus, symbolically
and functionally are located here: The Masjid, the Ewan,
the Mawaid and the Mamal. They enclose a truly memorable plaza. The most important axis on campus follows the
“Right Path”, and crossing the Campus Gate, terminates
on the front doorway of the Masjid. The Masjid sits on an
elevated platform and is accessed through a monumental
white marble staircase. Its minar is the most prominent
single object in Saifee Park.
The architecture of the buildings around the Sehan Plaza
is austere and elegant. It is designed on principles of serial
repetition, structural integrity, spare materiality, and is
richly rendered in light and shadow. The Masjid is dressed
in white marble, and the other three buildings in local, yellow quarry stone.
The Ewan and the Mawaid have generous gallery frontages. These galleries provide shade, have overlook balconies onto the plaza for viewing during public and religious
events, mediate between the public and private realm, and
generate a rhythmic faade continuity that focuses attention
on the masjid.
The Sehan Plaza is centered on a white marble fountain,
with a rill flowing south, along the “Right Path”. No landscape is necessary here. This space glows in its purity
and simplicity. During events, temporary large umbrellas
would provide shade and strings of light would induce a
festive atmosphere, for the crowds overflowing from the
surrounding facilities.

key plan
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above: interior of the ewan
left: al jamea sehan plaza looking
at the entrance gate
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Boys’ Madrasah

boys walking to fajr namaz

residential courtyard at the
masakin mohammediyah

section 06: north-south
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Kigela pinnata

Psidium guava
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campanulata

Tamarindus indica

Delonix regia

Podocarpus
gracilior

Markhamia lutea

13: landscape palette

Jacaranda mimosifolia

Polyalthea longifolia

Ficus carica

Citrus aurantum

Erythrina cafra

Tamarindus indica

Adansonia digitata

Olea europea

Punica granatum

Citrus sinesis

Ficus benjamina

Markhamia lutea

Terminalia catalpa

Olea europaea (Orchard)

Chorisia speciosa

Syagrus romanzoffiana

Phoenix dactylifera

Spathodea campanulata

Polyalthia longifolia

Agathus robusta

Jacaranda mimosifolia

Cananga odorata

water
•
•
•

 ainwater from rooftops collected in sand filters and
R
cisterns under each major courtyard

energy
•

Plumbing fixtures well designed for water conservation

•

•

 ainwater as a significant, consistent source of
R
domestic water

 olar photovoltaic panels can supply a significant
S
amount of supplemental electrical energy.

•

 oof-mount panels can provide about 100 kw per
R
10,000 square feet of roof area. This supplies about
50% of the campus’s electrical energy needs.

 Collected rainwater is filtered and disinfected, used
for domestic water.
 Supplemented by existing water supply

•

 charge center control panel will utilize solar-generatA
ed power first and additional conventional power from

•

 nergy conservation-efficient motors for pumps and
E
refrigeration, LED lighting

•

Solar hot water

•

 ransportation elimination and building longevity /per- •
T
manence, durable materials, low maintenance
•
Energy conservation and use of renewables, efficient
motors, refrigeration, hot water and lighting
•

•

 ll wastewater from the entire campus will be piped to
A
the area next to the existing wastewater treatment system
 new package plant will treat the wastewater to
A
advanced treatment levels and produce recycled water

•

 he recycled water will be sent through the existing
T
treatment wetlands system to bring it back to nature

•

 he recycled water can be used for landscape irrigation
T
and agriculture.

Top: Natural daylighting & ventilation
Above: Water garden

Food Production

•

•

the electric company only as needed

Pedestrian Precinct

carbon & ghg reduction

wastewater

green zone
Local production of food and fuel, water collection

•

•

 esign of buildings and use of landscape to help shade
D
and cool living spaces

 se of ground cover and mulch to eliminate runoff,
U
dust and mud

 ardens, fruit and nut trees, herbs and medicinal
G
plants throughout

•

 se of trees and plantings to help shade and cool
U
buildings

•

Use of recycled water for irrigation and local agriculture

•

 se of still fish ponds and containers for mosquito
U
control

Goal = net carbon neutral
•

14 : sustainability

Pervious surfaces for effective water percolation.

Top: Pervious paving
Middle: Photovoltaic electricity production
Above: Water recycling
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15: mahad uz zahra
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ground floor view of the nile room
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“Al-Quran is the superior of all things besides Allah”
—Maulana Ali AS.
Rasullullah SA said that two things help to memorize
Quran e-Majeed: the sight of open sky and flowing water.
The design of Mahad al-Zahra is based on these two central concepts.

The base of the octagonal room has steps that lead into the
water body and the ceiling is open to sky. Cross bridges
span over the water and lead to four small nooks for group
learning.

The central core of the building is a two-story space, drawing barakat (blessings) from the significance of the octagon shape provided in the Surat Mahad al-Zahra and at
the base of the domes in Jamea al-Anwar and al-Azhar in
Qahera.

The great hall is defined by a body of water. The outer
walls of the great hall open out allowing cross ventilation
of fresh air cooled by the water. The visual link of water
on either side gives the appearance of a continuous body
of flowing water. A path from either side of the great hall

16: mahad uz zahra

wraps around the reflecting pool and connects to a pavilion
across the pool. A central path extends out into a serene
garden with a central fountain.
A variety of classroom sizes are provided on each level for
each gender. Several smaller-domed memorizing rooms
allow for acoustically delightful recitation. The recording
and playback studios are located in the basement.
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view of the nile room from the second floor

group learning nook
1 cm = 60 cm
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1.15
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 lassroom
C
Multipurpose Room
Faculty Office
Main Hall
Snack Shack
Conference Room
Chemistry & Physics Lab
Language Lab
Bathroom
Department Offices
Faculty Lounge
Principal’s Office

1.16 Rabea 03
1.17 Rabea 04
1.18 Rabea 01
1.19 Aashera 01
1.20 Sadessa 01
1.21 Sadessa 02
1.22 Sabea 01
1.23 Sabea 02
1.24 Samena 01
1.25 Tasea 01
1.26 Hadi Ashar 01

1.1 Awwala 01
1.2 Awwala 02
1.3 Awwala 03
1.4 Awwala 04
1.5 Saniya 01
1.6 Saniya 02
1.7 Saniya 03
1.8 Saniya 04
1.9 Salesa 01
1.10 Salesa 02
1.11 Salesa 03
1.12 Salesa 04
1.13 Khamesa 01
1.14 Khamesa 02
1.15 Rabea 02
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ground floor plan
south elevation

second floor plan
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third floor plan
east/west section through central hall
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The classroom buildings are the central and most visible functions of the Jamea campus. As one passes
through the main gate the boys’ classrooms are located to the left and the girls’ classrooms to the right.
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The two buildings provide diverse formal and informal learning environments. The formal classrooms
draw barakat and inspirations from the Surat Jamea’s bee-hive shaped octagonal classrooms. The octagon
shape offer a flexible learning environment. The walls of classrooms are equipped with several SMART
boards. As the day progresses each board gets filled with snippets of information on different subjects from
classes taught during the day. The students come into the classrooms and by the end of the day absorb all
these snippets of knowledge. The classrooms are clustered and close to the faculty and seminar rooms.
There are three multi- purpose rooms provided on each of the classroom buildings.

1.25

Classrooms allow natural light, fresh air, and variety of outdoor integration.Younger childrens’ classrooms
are located on the ground floor. Students rise from floor to floor as they progress through the program.

2

The central atrium celebrates the daily ritual path of students to and from classrooms, and allows a less formal space for sharing information and discussions. A forest of slender steel columns rise to support a floating glass roof canopy, creating a unique place on the campus.

fourth floor plan
1 cm = 60 cm
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19 : boys’ madrasah
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sitting on the floor, 25–30 people

sitting in conventional rows, 25–30 people

desk sitting in the round, 25–30 people

theater sitting, 35 people

diversity of classroom configuration

north/south section thrugh the atrium looking east
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20: boys’ madrasah
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views of the
atrium
left to
right:
third floor,
second
floor,
ground
floor

east/west section looking south
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design guidelines

not to scale

A set of Design Guidelines will safeguard the development
of the campus in phases, based on a completed Al Jamea
Master Plan.
The campus buildings and the public realm they enclose,
define the character of Al Jamea, as a whole and in its various parts. The guidelines will direct both the location and
character of the facades fronting each public space, as well
as the qualities of these spaces themselves.

6

4

3

There are nine places that will be controlled by the
Regulating Plan: The Sehan Plaza, The Gateway Gardens,
The Academic Quad, The Procession Allee to Aqa Moula’s
Maskan, The Residential Quads (for Boys, Girls and
Faculty and Staff), The Long Path, and the Green Zone.

1

7
8

5

landscape

9

2. Gateway Garden, 60' x 85'
3. Academic Quad, 200' x 113'
4. A
 qa Moula’s Allee,
55' x 382'

frontages
Frontages are formal devices, such as arcades, porticos,
public stairs, balconies, etc. that attached to a building,
mediate between its form and the exterior space that it
defines. Frontages would be described in terms of the following character defining features: Plan and Sectional
Dimensions, Elevational Profile, Scale and Materials.

2

1. Sehan Plaza, 135' x 150'

The following outline covers the key issues that the guidelines would regulate: frontages, landscape, terminated vistas, environmental performance and distribution of buildings by their architectural character. Based on this, a more
detailed set of design guidelines would later be developed.

The range of places to be provided on the campus include
grand spaces that represent the entire community, such as
the Sehan Plaza; major spaces that satisfy the community
needs of staff, faculty and students; minor spaces that protect the privacy of groups and individuals, and a variety of
other pedestrian paths. Each of these would be designed in
terms of their hardscape, water features and planting palette, in order to generate a distinctive impression of place.

residential quads:
5. Boys, 63' x 203'
6. Girls, 60' x 80'
7. Faculty & Staff
8. The Long Path, 655' x 30'
9. T
 he Green Zone:
The residual space between
buildings and the property
line wall

phase 01

22 : regulating plan & phasing

phase 02

terminated vistas
There are a few key paths on the campus that are axially
organized to be focused on a single building whose importance is functionally and symbolically essential to the character of Al Jamea. These terminations will be incorporated
in the design of individual buildings and will be protected
over time.

environmental design
A sustainability protocol will be established for the site.
(LEED Platinum or better). Based on this protocol, each
project will contribute towards the sustainability of the
campus overall. The key infrastructure initiatives would be
water harvesting, sewage recycling and electricity production. The key building initiatives would be passive heating
& cooling, material durability, and natural ventilation and
daylighting.

intensity of architectural character
Buildings on the campus are differentiated by both style
and type. They are organized on a range of expression that
ranges from the classical to the vernacular. This differentiation of buildings would extend from their visual character, to their construction quality, to the permanence of
their fabric.

1.
2.
3.

intensity of architectural
character & finishes 01
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23: wall sectional elevations

intensity of architectural
character & finishes 02
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 lab on grade concrete foundation.
S
Poured concrete foundation footing with steel reinforcing.
Typical bearing wall - Poured concrete structural frame with
CMU infill.
4.	Cast in place concrete slab floor system with concrete beams.
Requires shoring.
5.	Terra cotta clay floor tiles set in mortar bed.
6. Natural hand-dressed stone veneer, sealed with clear sealant.
Installed over 1” thick mortar bed.
7. 2x wood decking system over exposed wooden floor beams and
corbels. Stained to match windows and doors.
8. Decorative wooden bracing system, stained to match wood
trim.
9.	Timber frame infilled with wooden lattice work. Stained to
match trim.
10. Wooden window assembly, stained.
11. Pre-cast concrete sill.
12.	Interior wall finish. Cement plaster.
13.	Parquet flooring over wood framing system.
14. Waterproof membrane.
15. Stone or pre-cast concrete parapet cap.
16. Built-up rigid insulation over roof structure. Slope to drain. Install overflow scuppers. Internal stormwater drainage system.
17.	Stone floor tiles set in mortar bed or topping slab for sloping
surfaces.
18. Plaster ceiling, painted.
19. Cast bronze pendant lamp.
20.	Crushed stone aggregate, cast into panels. Placed in 1” mortar
bed.
21. Wooden hand rail. Stained to match building trim.
22.	Wood ceiling joists sheathed in plywood, waterproofing and
standing seam metal roof.
23. Wood Flooring, stained to match trim.
24.	Poured concrete floor structure.
25.	Wood planks covering concrete structure at roof.
26. Line of concrete column beyond. Sheathed to match walls or
given a decorative appearance where needed.
27. Marble veneer. Applied over mortar bed.
28. Wood Paneling over wall. Part of wood entry door assembly.
29.	Plaster ceiling over 2x wood blocking frame system. Use
poured concrete shell with wire mesh over formwork if feasible.
30.	Stud wall supporting glass atrium skylight.
31.	Glass and steel skylight.
32. Carved wood entry doors with etched glass panels.
33. Poured concrete dome roof, formed on top of tile mosaic ceiling. Finished with tile roof.
34.	Carpet flooring.
35. Crushed stone aggregate plaster applied over CMU exterior
wall.
36. Stone trim applied over mortar bed.
37. Wooden shutter and window assembly with screens. Solid
panel at base. Stained wood.
38. Wood Baseboard.
39. Wood Window sill.

1.
2.
3.

intensity of architectural
character & finishes 03
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 lab on grade concrete foundation.
S
Poured concrete foundation footing with steel reinforcing.
Typical bearing wall - Poured concrete structural frame with
CMU infill.
4.	Cast in place concrete slab floor system with concrete beams.
Requires shoring.
5.	Terra cotta clay floor tiles set in mortar bed.
6. Natural hand-dressed stone veneer, sealed with clear sealant.
Installed over 1” thick mortar bed.
7. 2x wood decking system over exposed wooden floor beams and
corbels. Stained to match windows and doors.
8. Decorative wooden bracing system, stained to match wood
trim.
9.	Timber frame infilled with wooden lattice work. Stained to
match trim.
10. Wooden window assembly, stained.
11. Pre-cast concrete sill.
12.	Interior wall finish. Cement plaster.
13.	Parquet flooring over wood framing system.
14. Waterproof membrane.
15. Stone or pre-cast concrete parapet cap.
16. Built-up rigid insulation over roof structure. Slope to drain. Install overflow scuppers. Internal stormwater drainage system.
17.	Stone floor tiles set in mortar bed or topping slab for sloping
surfaces.
18. Plaster ceiling, painted.
19. Cast bronze pendant lamp.
20.	Crushed stone aggregate, cast into panels. Placed in 1” mortar
bed.
21. Wooden hand rail. Stained to match building trim.
22.	Wood ceiling joists sheathed in plywood, waterproofing and
standing seam metal roof.
23. Wood Flooring, stained to match trim.
24.	Poured concrete floor structure.
25.	Wood planks covering concrete structure at roof.
26. Line of concrete column beyond. Sheathed to match walls or
given a decorative appearance where needed.
27. Marble veneer. Applied over mortar bed.
28. Wood Paneling over wall. Part of wood entry door assembly.
29.	Plaster ceiling over 2x wood blocking frame system. Use
poured concrete shell with wire mesh over formwork if feasible.
30.	Stud wall supporting glass atrium skylight.
31.	Glass and steel skylight.
32. Carved wood entry doors with etched glass panels.
33. Poured concrete dome roof, formed on top of tile mosaic ceiling. Finished with tile roof.
34.	Carpet flooring.
35. Crushed stone aggregate plaster applied over CMU exterior
wall.
36. Stone trim applied over mortar bed.
37. Wooden shutter and window assembly with screens. Solid
panel at base. Stained wood.
38. Wood Baseboard.
39. Wood Window sill.

25 : main al jamea campus looking west/southwest

